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Defining and creating ethical, actionable, and practical solutions for global clinical trials.





How We Work













Featured Highlights From the MRCT Center






Decentralized Clinical Trials ›




Tools, resources, and best practices for the ethical review of DCTs. View the Toolkit here.







Webinar: New Words, New Opportunities ›




With over 160 definitions, the expanded Clinical Research Glossary supports the communication of clear research information with tailored, shareable images and resources to foster engagement and understanding.







Returning Research Results and Data›




Resources from our three-part Digging Deeper webinar series: Pfizer’s Return Solution, IRB/HRPP Responsibilities, and Genetic Testing/Secondary Findings.












About the MRCT Center




Our efforts have resulted in the implementation of best practices, greater transparency, and improved safety for research participants in clinical trials.





Learn More
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Projects




Our projects focus on our mission—to engage diverse stakeholders in global clinical trials to define and create ethical, actionable, and practical solutions.





Explore Projects









Resources




MRCT Center resources include case studies, framework and guidance documents, meeting summaries and webinar recordings, presentations, publications, and more.





Search Resources









Patients & Participants




We invite you to use these resources to help you become informed and educated about being involved in clinical research.





Learn More




















Our Focus Areas




The MRCT Center has four primary areas of focus that address pressing issues in multi-regional clinical trials.
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Clinical Trials & Research
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Capacity Building
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Quality & Transparency
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Patients & Participants
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Our Work
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Cell and Gene Therapies

            
              
                To ascertain and characterize the ethical, regulatory, and logistical issues in the specific context of cell and gene therapies research….              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Oversight and Implementation of Decentralized Clinical Trials

            
              
                Ensuring appropriate oversight and conduct of decentralized clinical trials…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Diversity, Inclusion, and Equity in Clinical Research

            
              
                Developed a systematic guidance document and supplementary toolkit to enhance diversity in multi-regional clinical trials…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Health Literacy in Clinical Research

            
              
                A collaborative project to support the development of tools and resources that more fully incorporate health literacy concepts into clinical research materials …              
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            Capacity Building

            Joint Task Force for Clinical Trial Competency

            
              
                Promoting a set of harmonized competencies for training and qualification purposes of clinical research professionals….              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Return of Individual Results

            
              
                Providing Principles, Recommendations Document and Toolkit for returning individual results to study participants…              
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            Quality & Transparency

            Data Sharing

            
              
                Industry, academia, non-profit organizations and patient advocacy groups are making strides to improve transparency in sharing clinical trial data…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Bioethics Collaborative

            
              
                A forum to encourage the discussion of bioethical issues among stakeholders in global clinical trials for drug and device development…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Research, Development, & Regulatory Roundtable (R3)

            
              
                The Research, Development, and Regulatory Roundtable (R3) is a forum to discuss pre-competitive issues in drug and device development, regulatory oversight of …              
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            Quality & Transparency

            Advancing the Quality of Clinical Trial Enterprise

            
              
                Improving the design and the quality of clinical trial reporting will result in a reduction in the number of non-informative trials that are initiated. …              
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            Capacity Building

            Training & Education

            
              
                Training and capacity building is one of the core strengths of the MRCT Center. Our objective is to develop and deliver curricula to inspire students and improv…              
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            Capacity Building

            Global Regulatory Engagement

            
              
                Working closely with international regulators to determine tractable solutions to regulatory reform issues….              
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            Quality & Transparency

            Impact of Privacy Laws on Clinical Research

            
              
                An effort to understand the key issues and implications of the GDPR on multi-regional clinical trials, clinical research, and public health…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Post-Trial Responsibilities

            
              
                Developing an ethical framework and toolkit for addressing post-trial responsibilities related to access to investigational product, access to medical care, and…              
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            Quality & Transparency

            Proactive Safety Surveillance: A Global Approach

            
              
                Improving upon the current safety surveillance systems by creating a global, cooperative approach for more proactive, predictive safety surveillance system(s)….              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Promoting Global Clinical Research in Children

            
              
                Identifying and advancing ethical approaches, guidance, and actionable tools to enable effective enrollment in pediatric studies and responsibly analyzed, inter…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Protocol Ethics E-Learning

            
              
                Providing systematic guidance for protocol writers to address ethical considerations in planned clinical trials and for ethics committee members to ensure study…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Real World Evidence

            
              
                Investigating the reliability of evidence from retrospective database studies of medical claims and electronic medical records by engaging diverse stakeholders …              
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            Patients & Participants

            For Patients and Participants

            
              
                Accurate health and research information from trusted, reliable sources is needed. The MRCT Center created a website specifically for patients, potential partic…              
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            Clinical Trials & Research

            Return of Aggregate Results

            
              
                Providing Guidance Document and Toolkit for returning aggregate results to study participants; adapting to non-traditional medicine and non-Western culture…              
            
          

        


          

  













News & Events







			
		
			Newsletter | Mar 29, 2024

			March 2024 Newsletter

			
In the Spotlight The Clinical Research Glossary: New Words, New Opportunities Please join us on Tuesday, April 2, from 12…


			Learn more

		

	






See All News











  
		
		
      Upcoming Event |      May 3, 2024    


		

              
          May

          3

        

      
			Real World Evidence (RWE) and Emerging Trends in Clinical Trial Subject Recruitment


    


          
        Hybrid: In-person (Boston) and Virtual (Zoom)  |  1:30 pm ET – 4:00 pm ET

      

    
		Meeting of The Research, Development, and Regulatory Roundtable (R3). Meetings are open to R3 Sponsors. To learn more about how…



		Learn more

	






See Upcoming Events
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Get Involved With The MRCT Center




The MRCT Center engages diverse stakeholders to define emerging issues in global clinical trials and to create and implement ethical, actionable, and practical solutions. We offer various opportunities to get involved with the MRCT Center.





Learn more
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The Multi-Regional Clinical Trials Center of Brigham and Women's Hospital and Harvard


75 Francis Street, TH‐14‐1403, Boston, MA 02115, USA
1350 Mass. Ave. (Smith Center #771), Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
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mrct@bwh.harvard.edu
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Except where otherwise noted, content on this site is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International license.
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